5 OCTOBER 2018

Somerset Parent Carer Forum
Weekly update

This week has been busy with attendance at
workshops, engagement events, coffee mornings
and report writing. We also met with families who
use the getset service and Ben McGail to raise
awareness of the effect the removal of tier 2 is
going to have.

EARLY HELP STRATEGIC COMMISSIONING BOARD
We attended the board which is held on a quarterly basis. There was a
review of the decisions taken at cabinet about the getset proposals and
the youth services. The proposal CAF14b will be going out to consultation
over November and December.
The group was updated with plans to consult with young carers during half
term about the proposal to change the way that support is delivered. The
forum representative raised the need for this to have wider engagement
as some young carers would not be able to attend the events, some young
carers will not have been identified, parents and the wider public would
also need to have their voice heard. This has been taken onboard and
there will be different ways for people to have their say.

GETSET PROPOSAL

This week we met with
parents who use the
getset service and Ben
McGrail from ITV news.
There is a lot of concern
about the effect the
removal of getset level 2
is going to have on local
families.
We are now compiling a
report which will be sent to
cabinet next week. The
report will be based on our
online survey results.

SHORT BREAKS STATEMENT
REFRESH
We met with Laura White
this week to review the
feedback from previous
engagement events. This
will form the basis for the
refreshed statement.
A working group will now
draw all the feedback
together, along with the
necessary data and the
statement will be
available later in the year
for feedback. The
statement will include
areas of development for
the next 12 months.
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CAOT’s Ollie the
Flamingo project
This week we
attended the CAOT
coffee morning and
shared an update with
parents and CAOT
staff. We will be
putting an update on
our website in the get
involved section. This
will included an
opportunity to vote of
the designs.

INTERVIEWS
One of the forum
directors was involved
on the interview panel
for 2 new positions
within SEND at
Somerset County
Council.

Coffee Evening
Wells
The coffee evening in
Wells is growing in
popularity. We have
had a range visitors

We welcome Phil Curd
as Strategic ManagerAccess and Additional
Learning needs and
Claire Merchant-Jones
as Strategic Manager
SEND. We look forward
to working with both
Phil and Claire to
improve provision for
children and young
people with SEND.

attend the group.
Please email us if you
have any suggestions
of people you would
like us to organise

